Introduction
Classical Eurasianism was an intellectual movement initiated by Russian émigrés in the 1920s. Philologist Nickolai Trubetzkoy (1890-1938), geo-economist Piotr Savitzky (1895 Savitzky ( -1968 , historian Georgii Florovsky (1893-1979), musicologist Piotr Suvchinsky and theologian Andrey Liven were the founding fathers of Eurasianism. They insisted that Russia was neither Europe, nor Asia, but a unique entity with its own boundaries and specific historical path. 5 Why should we investigate the Eurasianist views in the context of contemporary Russian jurisprudence? Before answering this question, we should define two basic terms in order to distinguish between them: "Jural" -"pravovoi" (from the latin word "Jus" -"Law"); "Legal" -"zakonnyi" (from the latin word "Lex" -"Law" in the sense of "statute"). This distinction between the two English terms was particularly emphasized by Italian scholars. jural act enacted by representative authority in a specific way in order to regulate the most important social relationships: Law has the supreme jural force. In this definition, we should emphasize "jural" concepts, such as "jural act" and "jural" force. But "jural" phenomena refer to the Law in the sense of Statute. There is a tautological circle: "Law" is defined by "Laws", and "Laws" are defined by "Law".
Jural aspects of Classical Eurasianism
The Eurasianists provided their own way for justifying Law -especially the Russian geoeconomist Piotr Savitzky. They grounded Law in the essence of religious and social-natural space (e.g., the space of Eurasia), justified Law spiritually and geopolitically. The Law as jural system reveals the principles of the higher system. They use the terms "Subordinate Law" and "Subordinate Economy" to highlight the dependency of the social systems on Orthodox 5 Piotr Savitzky was the first to describe Russia as unique "Eurasia". This description appeared in the review of Nicholai Trubetzkoy's writing "Europe and Mankind" (1920 There were several jural approaches in Eurasianism:
-natural law views (Georgii Florovsky, Mstislav Shakhmatov and Vladimir Ilyin) -the phenomenological approach (Nickolai Alekseev), -legal positivist views (Nickolai Dunayev), -the "Alleinheit" theory (Lev Karsavin).
These views were all formulated during the 1920s. Historian and theologian Georgii The mood of Eurasianism was inspired by the post-war atmosphere of crisis in European culture. This mood affected the Eurasianist approach to "Law" which was portrayed as a peculiarly European concept and phenomenon. European Law had been traditionally criticized by Russian 15 "Sobornyi" as a translation of the word "Catholic", which means, in A.S. Chomyakov's vision, "unity in plurality" 1) a jural actor ("pravovoi sub'ekt"; "nositel' soznaniya");
2) values ("tsennosti");
3) basic jural connections ("osnovnye pravovye opredeleniya") between the actor and values, i.e., jural rights and duties. basic jural value. 33 In contrast to Alekseev, Karsavin insisted that Eurasia be considered as a collective entity.
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Conclusion
There were a number of jural approaches in the Eurasianist context, which do not together form a coherent jural theory. The contradictions between the several Eurasianist jural programs suggest that it was impossible to create a uniquely "Eurasianist" jural theory. Eurasianist ideology in the field of law was not a single phenomenon, and had different institutional and especially conceptual dimensions. The limited jural individualism, advocated by Alekseev, was the basic cause of these contradictions.
However, I should underline some similarities between the "protostructural" Eurasianist methodology and Alekseev's idea of "jural structure". The concept of "jural structure" is not Eurasianist sensu stricto. Meanwhile, for Alekseev the "jural structure" is a "place of an encounter" between the jural actor and values. The placeability of this "structure" is reminiscent of the views on the uniqueness of Eurasian "mestorazvitie". Eurasianists also favoured Alekseev's refusal to reduce Law to other elements. In the same way that Eurasianists rejected attempts to reduce "Eurasia" to Europe or Asia, Alekseev denied that the law could be reduced to other elements: he refused to reduce Law to "the sovereign's command", "a form of freedom" or "social experience".
